Presentation & Publication - Example Disclosure Language

Below is stock language which may be used for making conflict disclosures in publications or presentations. Please be mindful that individual entities and organizations often have disclosure requirements which necessitate the inclusion of additional information in your publication or presentation disclosures. You should always consult with the body you are working with to confirm that your disclosures include all required information and meet any specific guidelines they may have.

- **I have a financial interest in [entity(ies)] which could potentially benefit from the outcomes of this research.**

- **The author of this [publication, presentation, etc.], Professor/Dr. [X], consults for [entity(ies)] on [subject of consultation]. The author also conducts research in areas of interest similar to the business interest of [entity(ies)].**

- **Professor/Dr. [X] has received personal compensation from the sponsor of this [study, conference, etc.] in the past for their work on [subject of work] and may receive personal compensation from the sponsor in the future.**

Questions? Email us at coi@vanderbilt.edu or visit us online at: https://www.vanderbilt.edu/generalcounsel/conflictofinterest/index.php